The assessment of flood embankments is a key component of a country's comprehensive flood protection. Proper and early information on the possible instability of a flood embankment can make it possible to take preventative action. The assessment method proposed by the ISMOP project is based on a strategy of processing huge data sets (Big Data). The detection of flood embankment anomalies can take two analysis paths. The first involves the computation of numerical models and comparing them with real data measured on a flood embankment. This is the path of model-driven analysis. The second solution is data-driven, meaning time series are analysed in order to detect deviations from average values.
INTRODUCTION
Floods in Poland usually cause significant damage in the areas they affect with the most dangerous effects being in towns and industrial areas. The amount of damage depends on the scale of flooding and the catastrophic floods that happened in Poland in 1997 and 2010, for example, caused much more serious damage than the local floods that happen after limited heavy rainfall, mainly in mountain areas.
Dealing with local and regional flooding requires flood-warning systems. Systems that monitor the water level in rivers and the condition of river embankments are the most common and can be found in many countries. These systems can measure a single physical and mechanical parameter inside the embankment or a set of such parameters. The most common example of a simple monitoring system is an analogue or digital water gauge. However, integrated monitoring systems not only allow the measurement, but also the transmission and recording of experimental data in a dedicated database or data-warehouse while some systems also do data processing and interpretation. Such systems have been developed, for example, in Denmark and the Netherlands, and are now being constructed in Poland as part of the Computer System of River Embankment Monitoring (Polish acronym -ISMOP) project, financed by NCBiR (Baliś et al. 2011 , Krzhizhanovskaya et al. 2011 , Pyayt et al. 2012 , Pengel et al. 2013 , Piórkowski & Leśniak 2014 .
The aim of the ISMOP project is the construction and implementation of an integrated embankment monitoring system for high water level conditions. To perform field experiments, a full-size artificial soil embankment was constructed. Inside this embankment, a system for continuous, passive or active temperature and thermal conductivity measurements using optical fibres was mounted. Furthermore, as well as other sensors, over one thousand thermal sensors were deployed in the embankment, allowing monitoring of dynamic water filtration processes and stability loss. In combination with dedicated software, a telemetric system allows data transmission in real time to a database where it is aggregated and analysed to detect dangerous changes in embankment stability.
The recognition of dynamic physical processes inside a flooded embankment is a complex task. Data from a huge number of sensors of different types has to be interpreted and the results compared with the known, internal structure of the embankment and its physical and mechanical parameters. Numerical modelling is an effective method for comparing knowledge about the studied object and the results of measurements. In our case, the mutual numerical simulation of the temperature, water pressure in pores, and stresses inside the embankment was performed. After comparison of measurements with modelling results, anomalous behaviour of temperature changes and filtration can be detected. Anomalies may be an indicators of ongoing filtration processes that may result in embankment failure.
This article presents a method for measured data interpretation linked with numerical modelling and integrated in real time with transmission. The method implemented in the ISMOP project as part of a computer system that performs data gathering, processing, and interpretation is now being tested during field experiments.
EXPERIMENTAL FLOOD EMBANKMENT
An experimental embankment in the shape of a stadium containing a water reservoir was built in Czernichów near Kraków (southern Poland) (Fig. 1) . The height of the flood embankment is 4.5 m above terrain level and can be filled with water up to 4 m. The water reservoir has a length of about 150 m (N-S direction) and the width varies from 8 m at the bottom to 28 m at the top (W-E direction).
The western wing of the embankment has a symmetrical shape with a slope height to width proportion of 1:2. The eastern part has an asymmetrical shape: the wing on the water side has a proportion of 1:2.5 and the wing on the air side has a proportion of 1:2. The eastern embankment also has three zones, built from a more permeable material than other parts of the construction. The geometry and materials used in the construction are typical of existing flood embankments in Poland (Borys 2007) .
Fig. 1. Photograph of the experimental embankment
The embankment was fitted with different sensors for monitoring the state of the embankment. Thermal properties were measured using two loops of optical fibres with an accuracy of 0.3°C, and few stationary sensors located in three W-E profiles (marked as profile 1-1, 2-2 and 3-3 in Figure 2A ) with an accuracy of 0.1°C. Pore pressure, piezometers and strain sensors are also located in these three profiles. The location of these sensors for the northern profile is presented in Figure 2B .
DATA ANALYSIS STRATEGY
For a comprehensive assessment of flood embankment state, two different analysis paths were proposed for data from sensors, based on Big Data assumptions. A characteristic feature of both data analysis approaches is the ability to parallelise calculations in order to shorten analysis time. The chosen analysis methods are able to analyse data from sensors of the selected flood embankment parts.
The first approach to the analysis of time series recorded by sensors placed in the flood embankment applies numerical modelling. This is a model-driven approach, as it uses numerical models. Numerical models include the structure of a flood embankment and the material from which it is formed, and simulate various processes in the structure during rising and falling water levels. The created models are compared with real data in order to select the most similar group of numerical models and analyse differences between models and real data.
The second approach to data analysis involves comparing time series from a particular sensor for a period in which no deviations from average values were observed with a period in which changes might have occurred (this is usually the last couple of days registered). The goal is to detect anomalies in the data. This is a data-driven approach to data analysis, as it focuses solely on the interpretation of measurement data.
In the preliminary stage of the process, a module for capturing errors from data acquisition and extreme values is also used. The preprocessing module also prepares data for analysis. The final effect of both approaches and the information from the pre-processing step is the assessment and visualisation of flood embankment state around the analysed sensors. (Zieliński & Chrost 2015) A B The data analysis is a multi-stage process and takes place in two modules, taking into account both the model-driven and data-driven approaches. Temperature and pore pressure sensor measurements are wirelessly transmitted to a Raw Data Repository. This data requires preprocessing, after which it is saved to a Measurements Database that is subsequently available for analysis, unlike the Raw Data Repository. The Raw Data Repository is a database of raw data that is only accessible to a small number of applications and processes and access to this database is read only.
The Measurements Database is used by both data analysis modules at the same time. The model-driven module also uses a third database that stores the results of numerical modelling. The general flow of flood embankment assessment is shown in Figure 3 .
Preprocessing
The data cleaning and preparation for further analysis stages is an important component of any analysis and data modelling process. The function of this module is to remove erroneous values, for example from malfunctioning sensors, and extreme values from data downloaded from the Raw Data Repository (Kotu & Deshpande 2015) .
If there is missing data for a given point in time, linear interpolation is performed based on the values of the nearest sensors. In addition, the aim of the preprocessing module is to create a new timestamp variable. This variable stores information about the time parameter measurements, rounded to one common value for all measurements made in a given period (less than 1 minute). Transformed data is written to the tables in the Measurements Database, where it is available to other analysis modules.
Numerical models
The analysis of embankment stability can be supported by numerical modelling. Such models allow the examination and understanding of underlying physical processes that most influence embankment stability and failure and are crucial at the real experiment planning stage. A detailed study required the modelling of the thermal, filtration and mechanical processes that occur concurrently and affect the embankment state. Analysis using coupling techniques involving the deformation generated by filtration and mechanical processes is able to explore the mutual influence of these physical phenomena. Two mechanical effects may be observed in such cases. 
Data-driven

Model-driven
On one hand, changes in pore pressure cause changes in effective stress that affects the soil and may induce plastic yield. On the other hand, the fluid that fills the pore spaces in the soils reacts to mechanical volume changes by a change in pore pressure. The thermal field is also coupled with the flow-mechanical calculation. Numerical modelling of embankment stability includes both forced convection, in which heat is carried by fluid motion, and free convection, for which fluid motion is caused by density differences due to temperature variations.
The modelling was performed using the FLAC two-dimensional explicit finite difference program that enables the performing of coupled mechanical-fluid flow-thermal processes (Itasca Consulting Group, 2011) .
The numerical modelling was carried out within the framework of the quasi-static Biot theory (Biot 1955 ) that is widely used for modelling macroscopic behaviour of soils with porous flow (Melnikova et al. 2011 ). The simulation is based on single-phase Darcy flow in a porous medium.
The modelling of embankment stability was applied for several different flooding wave scenarios . During each of the assumed scenarios, the values of the basic parameters were calculated and saved with the assumed time steps. As a result of the computation, parameters such as horizontal and vertical displacement, horizontal and vertical stress, horizontal and vertical fluid flow, temperature and pore pressure were saved for every point of the assumed computational node. The values of parameters important for embankment stability and changes during the assumed flooding process scenarios were analysed in order to assess the state of the embankment. This was achieved through the construction of a knowledge base of behaviours that might indicate embankment instability.
Model-driven analysis
Numerical modelling and information about phenomena inside the embankment due to external factors and changes in the riverbed can be used to assess the state of a flood embankment (Pyayt et al. 2015) . The aim of the model-driven module is to perform a comparison between time series of measured parameters from sensors and numerical models. The general scheme of this module is shown in the figure below (Fig. 4) .
Analysis is performed separately for each flood embankment half section. A time series with 100 observations is downloaded from the Measurements Database for each sensor from the half section of flood embankment selected for analysis. The correlation matrix for the downloaded time series is evaluated in order to reduce the number of calculations. If the value of the Pearson correlation coefficient for two adjacent sensors is greater than a predetermined value (0.9), the data from these sensors is averaged.
Fig. 4. General scheme of model-driven module
Residuals analysis
A time series are collected from all numerical models from the Synthetic Database for nodes corresponding to the position of chosen sensors (from the half section). The time series from nodes corresponding to the sensors from which data was averaged are also averaged. The most important stage of this module is to compare the time series from modelling with the real time series registered by sensors. The Mean Square Error (MSE) was selected as a measure that assesses the similarity between the time series from the sensors and the time series from the numerical model. The Mean Square Error is calculated in an aggregate window of 100 observations (Chuchro et al. 2015) . Among the calculated values of MSE, the smallest value with the amount of offset for the numerical modelling is recorded. For each sensor in the half section, ten best numerical models are selected with the smallest MSE values that suit the comparable time series from the half section based on the MSE. In subsequent iterations of the model-driven module, the length of time series from sensors increases by 1 each time. Until MSE rises above the critical value, comparison occurs only between the pre-selected ten bestfit numerical models.
For ten best-fit numerical models, the differences (residuals) between this data and the time series from sensors are computed. The values and variances of the residuals are checked for increases in time that exceed the critical value designated in tests. If a model matches the first part of data but the similarity subsequently decreases, a phenomenon has probably affected the value observations. Alternatively, the future state of the flood embankment can be assessed. The probability of maintaining stability can be calculated based on information about the last (resulting in either failure or a stable embankment) of ten best-fit numerical models selected as best suited to the time series of measurements.
Data-driven analysis
Another approach to assessing an embankment state is the analysis of data from sensors, aimed at detecting changes and deviations from standard values. Temperature and pore pressure time series are periodic, with very weak daily periodicity and explicit periodicity associated with the seasons. A characteristic feature of the analysed time series is the lack of a trend and the strong influence of irregular components related to weather conditions.
The aim of the analysis is to detect emerging anomalies at the end of the analysed time. Anomalies might be present as group values higher than the average values, a huge single value, or a growing trend. Such changes in the average level of the phenomenon, referred to as anomalies, are an indicator of unfavourable changes in the flood embankment that could indicate instability.
Anomaly detection in a time series of sensor measurements was achieved using methods based on Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) and frequency models (Welch 1967 , Maslova et al. 2016 . In anomaly detection, two time series of the same length and the same sampling step are analysed and recorded from one sensor in similar atmospheric conditions. One of the time series is a data set for the absence or presence of anomalies is known. The second time series is a data set that we want to test for the occurrence of anomalies. In order to detect anomalies, spectral density values are compared for the first model. In the second model, for which a frequency model is calculated, changes in adjustment are rated, expressed by determination coefficient (R 2 ), distribution of residuals, and changes in residuals variance (Fig. 5) . If the difference between the assessed parameters exceeds the critical value in the analysed time series, an anomaly is detected. The second case is when comparable parameters are not significantly different from each other and an anomaly was detected in a series that was compared, then the analysed time series probably contains an anomaly.
Embankment state assessment
The assessment of the flood embankment is carried out for each sensor separately and then generalised to the whole analysed section of the embankment. In time moment t, for a single sensor an assessment consists of three groups of results: − results of model-driven analysis: numbers of best-fit numerical models, information about residuals, − results of data-driven analysis: information about detection of anomalies (with two methods), residuals analysis, − information from the preprocessing module (extremal value detection).
If the variability of residuals from period to period exceeds a critical value, or variance residues exceed the critical level, information about the instability of the flood embankment for the analysed sensor is generated. Likewise, if the data-driven module detects an anomaly or the variability of residuals from period to period exceeds a critical value, or variance residuals exceed the critical level, information about the instability of the flood embankment for the analysed sensor is generated. Similarly, if during the preprocessing of data, the measurement value from the sensor exceeds a critical value, the information is generated.
Information about the instability of the flood embankment near the analysed sensor is generated if even one of the selected methods detects anomalies. As a global assessment of flood embankment state, information about anomalies in the analysed section is considered. If an anomaly is found or critical data values are exceed, then alarm information is sent.
TEST
Validation tests for stability evaluation algorithms were based on synthetic data. Data from numerical modelling with an additional irregular normal distribution component were used for the test. All modules presented in this paper were tested. The preprocessing module test was performed on a data set containing 33×500 observations. Each observation contained geographic coordinates, sensor type, the value of the measured parameters, the time to write to the database, and ID sensor. Each prepared file contained three missing pieces of data for measurement of temperature and pore pressure and seven incorrect values including the error code (9.99900). The output of the module is shown in Figure 6 .
The model-driven module test was performed on a small sample of data containing only five time series (from one half-section, for example P1 sensors UT1:UT5). Each time series contained 100 observations and was created from the aforementioned numerical models, with the additional irregular component. Two groups of numerical modelling were also used in this test: sim status: −1 and sim status: −2. Time series from the half-section were compared against numerical models iteratively in time windows (number of iteration is called offset). The results of testing were the MSE values was the smallest and the corresponding offset for modelling. Values of residuals variance are shown only if they exceed critical values. The output from the model-driving module is presented below (Fig. 7) . The data-driven module was also tested on synthetic data to which an irregular component was added. The test was performed on 18 time series with and without anomalies. Six time series with a length of 192 observations were generated without anomalies. For each time series without anomalies, three similar time series were generated with anomalies. Each anomaly added to the time series has different parameters, values and time stamp. Both methods of anomaly detection are effective. Better results were obtained with anomaly detection method 2, where data were compared with frequency models. This method detected 17 of the 18 anomalies in the data: the problem was the growing anomaly (trend) with the following parameters: T = (178 − 192) + 6.5 + n • 0.2, where n = 1,..., 15.
The first method did not recognise 3 of the 18 anomalies from the test data.
CONCLUSIONS
The article presents a comprehensive method for assessing the state of flood embankments. The proposed method is based on sensors mounted in a flood embankment that allow periodic and continuous monitoring of its condition. This method is suitable for the assessment of new or existing flood embankments. The initiation of flood embankment condition monitoring requires investment in sensors that measure temperature and pore pressure, the performing of numerical modelling, and the creation of IT facilities. However, the costs incurred can minimise losses in the detection of instabilities in the flood embankment.
Currently simulations are being carried on in the flood embankment in Czernichów.
In addition, tests of analysis modules on synthetic data and real data measured on experimental flood embankment are being performed. Research and Development (NCBiR), Poland, project PBS1/B9/18/2013 (no. 180535) .
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